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Abstract. Oxygen ion outflow associated with the cusp and
cleft give rise to persistent oxygen ion beams which can be
observed over the polar cap. For high altitude spacecraft such
as Cluster these beams are often observed for several hours
on each occasion. This allows for a study of typical temporal
structures on the time scale of minutes. We have used 3 years
of data from spring, January to May of years 2001 to 2003,
for a study of the oxygen number flux variation in the polar
cap ion outflow. The source of these oxygen ion beams is the
cusp and cleft, and variations in ionospheric upflow on time
scales of around 8 min have been reported from ground based
studies using incoherent scatter radar. Such upflows typi-
cally do not reach escape velocity, and further energization
above the ionosphere is required for outflow to occur. Our
study shows that a typical time scale between sudden number
flux enhancements observed by Cluster in a geocentric dis-
tance range of 5RE to 12RE is 5 to 10 min. A superposed
epoch study does not reveal any significant convection ve-
locity or temperature changes around the flux enhancement
events. Sudden temperature enhancements occur with a typ-
ical time interval of about 4 min, A superposed epoch study
does not reveal any number flux enhancements associated
with the temperature enhancements. The clear modulation
of the high altitude number flux in a manner which resem-
bles the modulation of the ionospheric upflow indicates that
this is the main limiting factor determining the total outflow.
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The process behind transient upflow events in the ionosphere
is therefore important for the total ionospheric outflow. Sub-
sequent heating above the ionosphere appears to be common
enough in the cusp/cleft region that it does not significantly
modulate the oxygen ion number flux.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Ionosphere-magnetosphere interac-
tions) – Magnetospheric physics (Magnetopause, cusp, and
boundary layers; Polar cap phenomena)

1 Introduction

Heavy ion escape from the Earth’s ionosphere appears to
take place in a two step process. First an upflow from the
ionosphere occurs. The flows are typically of the order of
100 m/s to 1000 m/s, and the ion velocity does not reach
escape velocity. In order to escape the ions must also ex-
perience further energization at higher altitude. It is not ob-
vious if the ionospheric upflow or the subsequent energiza-
tion is the most important process in determining the total
number flux of outflowing heavy ions. The upflows are of-
ten associated with energy input into the ionosphere through
enhanced magnetospheric electric fields and particle precip-
itation. Changing high altitude boundary conditions, i.e. the
pressure profile of the plasma above the ionosphere, may also
play an important role.Yau and Andŕe (1997) provides a re-
cent review of the mechanisms involved in ion outflow.
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One of the most prominent sources of heavy ion outflow is
the cusp/cleft and polar cap region. The ionospheric upflow
there is strong due to both soft particle precipitation which
strongly enhances the F-region electron temperature (Nils-
son et al., 1994, 1998; Ogawa et al., 2003) and due to strong
magnetospheric electric fields (Schunk et al., 1975). Mid al-
titude (3–5RE) satellites have identified the same region as
the source of the cleft ion fountain (Lockwood et al., 1985).
Further up along the field line subsequent heating is typi-
cally observed, for recent Cluster observations seeBouhram
et al. (2004); Nilsson et al.(2006); Arvelius et al.(2005).
Already at low altitudes such as at the Freja spacecraft alti-
tude of 1700 km significant ion heating is observed (Norqvist
et al., 1998). Because further wave heating in the cusp/cleft
region seems fairly common it is possible that this is not a
limiting factor. The number flux of ionospheric origin ions
should then mainly depend on the ionospheric upflow.

Ionospheric upflow in the cusp/cleft region has been stud-
ied by incoherent scatter radars, both Søndre Strømfjord
(e.gNilsson et al., 1998) and EISCAT Svalbard Radar (e.g.
Ogawa et al., 2003). In the latter paper the upflow region ob-
served by the EISCAT Svalbard incoherent scatter radar was
connected to a dayside magnetospheric source region identi-
fied using DMSP satellite data. They found that the upflow
occur both in the cusp (as reported byNilsson et al., 1998)
but also in the mantle region, just poleward of the cusp. Mid
altitude satellite measurements have traced the source of mid
altitude oxygen ion beams to the cusp region (Øieroset et al.,
1999; Bouhram et al., 2004; Dubouloz et al., 1998), and also
high altitude polar cap oxygen beams have been traced to the
cusp region (Nilsson et al., 2004). Several of the mid altitude
studies indicate that it is just a latitudinally narrow region
of 1–2◦ which contributes strongly to the heating (Knudsen
et al., 1994; Dubouloz et al., 1998). This indicates that mag-
netospheric conditions could influence and modulate the high
altitude oxygen ion number flux, as upflow appears to occur
in a wider latitudinal region than the strongest subsequent
heating.

Satellite investigations of oxygen ion outflow can usually
not study flux variations on a few minute time scale. Low and
mid altitude spacecraft traverse a region where outflowing
ions are seen too rapidly to observe such modulations. Spa-
tial and temporal effects can usually not be separated. In the
ionosphere incoherent scatter radars can study outflow vari-
ations on time scales of a few minutes.Moen et al.(2004)
could show using EISCAT radar and optical data that there
was a one to one relationship between poleward moving au-
roral forms and ionospheric upflow in the cusp region. Pole-
ward moving auroral forms are transient auroral forms in the
cusp which recur with a frequency similar to what is expected
from flux transfer events (Elphic et al., 1990; Øieroset et al.,
1996), i.e. in the 5 to 10 min range.

We have used Cluster data from the high altitude (about 5–
12RE geocentric distance) polar cap to study the oxygen ion
number flux variation. An algorithm has been used to find

sudden enhancements of the oxygen ion number flux. A sta-
tistical distribution of the time interval between number flux
enhancements is derived from a data set of 3 years of high
altitude Cluster polar cap data (obtained in January to May
years 2001 to 2003) from one of the Cluster spacecraft. The
relation to electric fields and ion temperature enhancements
in the time interval around the oxygen flux enhancements is
investigated using a superposed epoch method.

2 Observations

2.1 Observational techniques

We use data from the Cluster Ion Spectrometer (CIS) on
board Cluster spacecraft 4. The CIS instrument is described
in detail in Rème et al.(2001). CIS consists of two differ-
ent ion spectrometers, COmposition and DIstribution Func-
tion analyzer (CODIF) which can resolve the major magneto-
spheric ions and Hot Ion Analyzer (HIA) which has no mass
resolution but higher angular and energy resolution. We will
only present results from the CODIF instrument.

CODIF can resolve H+, He++, He+ and O+ through a
time of flight technique. The detector has a field of view of
360◦ orthogonal to the spin plane, divided into 16 sectors of
22.5◦ each. The angular resolution is likewise 22.5◦ in the
spin plane. The energy coverage in the modes of interest to
us is from 15 eV per charge up to 38 keV per charge in 16 or
31 logarithmically spaced steps with a1E/E of 0.16. Due
to some instrument problems the practical lower limit is often
40 eV. We have therefore only used data above 40 eV.

The ion outflow we are discussing in this paper is usually
in the form of a cold ion beam, i.e. the bulk velocity is usually
higher than thermal velocity (see Fig.1 for a sample spec-
trogram, as well asNilsson et al., 2004, 2006, for details).
Typically all observed oxygen ions are flowing out, except
for in a few heating cases at the highest altitudes. Therefore
the limited resolution of the instrument is not crucial for the
determination of the outflow. There may exist some ambigu-
ity between field-aligned and field-perpendicular drift due to
limited angular resolution. This will not result in any artifi-
cial sudden changes of the estimated field-aligned drift.

The CODIF instrument has two sensitivity ranges, one low
sensitivity mode for the solar wind and a high sensitivity
mode for the magnetosphere. The calibration of the instru-
ment in principle takes such changes into account, but O+

ions are often brought into the measurable range when the
instrument changes to high sensitivity mode, so that a sud-
den enhancement may erroneously be detected. This will
only happen when the spacecraft enters the nominal mag-
netosphere and therefore only once per orbit. Almost all our
data was obtained in the high sensitivity mode.

We also use data from the Cluster fluxgate magnetometers
(Balogh et al., 2001). The magnetic field data was used to
calculate field aligned and field perpendicular bulk velocities
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Fig. 1. Oxygen ion data from Cluster spacecraft 4, taken on 14 April 2001.(a) Omnidirectional differential particle flux of O+

[cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1]. Automatically detected number flux enhancement events are indicated with vertical white lines.(b) Line plot
of the O+ field aligned number flux [cm−2], calculated as the integrated total flux for particles above 40 eV. All flux is outward, i.e. away
from Earth.. Automatically detected number flux events are indicated with vertical red lines.

and temperatures. All moments are integrations over the
measured distribution function.

2.2 Data set

The data set consists of all O+ beams clearly seen in the en-
ergy spectrograms of the CODIF data of Cluster 4 for spring
(January to May) of the years 2001 to 2003. This corre-
sponds to high altitude passes over the polar cap in both
hemispheres. Most of the ion beams were observed at geo-
centric distances between 5 and 12RE . The beams were
identified through visual inspection of energy spectrograms.
A sample spectrogram is shown in Fig.1, panel (a). Only
events lasting more than 1 h were selected, and such events
were seen in about two-thirds of the orbits. The data rep-
resents the majority of ion observations in the high altitude
polar cap, but there may be additional outflow resulting in
more transient oxygen observations at the polar cap altitude.

All spectrograms are rather similar, with a relatively cold
population at lower altitude/higher latitude and higher ener-
gies and temperatures (wider energy spectrograms) at high
altitude/lower latitude. The geometry of the observations is
indicated in Fig.2, reproduced fromNilsson et al.(2006).

From Fig.2 one can see that magnetic local time is not
a very meaningful parameter for this high altitude high lati-
tude data set. The magnetic local time can vary very much
along both a convection stream line and along the spacecraft
orbit, without this actually indicating anything else than the

fact that the observations occur around the pole. Also the
invariant latitude is of limited use, it is the distance to the
source which is important. Lower altitude spacecraft may
pass the source and one may recast the observations into dy-
namic boundary coordinates, e.g.Andersson et al.(2005),
centered on the source region (the cusp). Our observations
are mainly from the mantle, just poleward of the cusp. The
H+ ions observed simultaneously with the O+ ions are typi-
cally also flowing out. These are mainly magnetosheath ori-
gin ions which have mirrored in the Earth’s magnetic field.
The time resolution of the ion data varies between 4 and 16 s,
depending on telemetry available at the time of downlink.

Intense fluxes of H+ affects the CODIF instrument in such
a way that some of the H+ counts are erroneously registered
as O+ counts. To remove data when contamination from the
H+ channel significantly affects the O+ channel we employ
the same method as was used and described inNilsson et al.
(2006). Contamination occur in the same energy channels
as the most intense H+ fluxes, so the energy distribution of
the contamination will follow that of the original H+ flux,
though at much lower intensity. Velocity related moments in-
terpreting this data as O+ will yield bulk velocities one fourth
of the original H+ bulk velocities due to the mass difference
between the two ion species. If all counts in the O+ chan-
nel are due to contamination from H+ the perpendicular bulk
velocity of O+ will therefore have precisely one fourth the
value for H+. The perpendicular bulk drift velocity is domi-
nated by theE×B drift which is the same for both species,
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Fig. 2. Distribution of data points used in the study. Orbits are
shown in black, projections on the Y-Z and X-Z planes are shown
with grey lines. The axes are Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coor-
dinates in units ofRE . The sun is towards positive x.

so the occurrence of the one to four relation in the perpendic-
ular bulk drift is a certain sign of significant contamination.
SeeNilsson et al.(2006) for more details on the removal of
this contamination.

3 Analysis methods

3.1 Detection of sudden enhancements

In order to detect sudden enhancements in the data parame-
ters an automatic algorithm was developed. An average value
has been calculated for a specified time window before and
after each measurement point. We have tried several differ-
ent time windows, from 32 s to 300 s, 120 s was used in the
results presented in this paper. Sudden enhancements have
been defined as a local maximum of the ratio of the average
flux in the window following each data point to the average
flux in the window preceding each data point. This ratio has
been low pass filtered to remove noise and only contain ma-
jor local peaks. A forward and reverse filtering algorithm
was used to ensure zero phase shift of the filtered signal.
Zero crossings of the difference of the filtered time signal
were used to detect local extreme points. The change of sign
around the zero crossing determines if it is a local maximum
or minimum. Finally it was checked that the local maximum

corresponds to a relative increase of the parameter above a
threshold. The threshold was varied between 20% and 200%.
It was found that the result did not depend much on the cho-
sen threshold value up to an increase of 100%. Above that
the number of detected transients decreased significantly. We
have used a threshold of 50% in the calculations presented in
this paper.

The sudden enhancement detection has been performed
for density, parallel velocity, parallel and perpendicular tem-
perature and the number flux. The number flux is the net total
of the flux. For oxygen this is always outward, essentially all
observed oxygen ions are moving outward. We will discuss
the sudden enhancements in number flux, as this is what we
are primarily interested in. No amount of magnetospheric
acceleration can increase the total number flux, so modula-
tions of the number flux corresponds to modulations of the
source. We use only data for particles above 40 eV, so mag-
netospheric acceleration and heating may bring more parti-
cles into the instruments detectable energy range. Therefore
it is particularly important to look also at the perpendicu-
lar temperature enhancement, indicating local heating which
may bring more particles into the instrument measurement
range.

In the algorithm determining the time interval between the
identified enhancements we also included a correction for the
spacecraft motion. The time it would take the currently ob-
served convection to move between consecutive spacecraft
positions was added (subtracted) from the time between each
consecutive data point. This did not make a visible difference
to the final distribution of the time between events.

An example of an ion beam with marked enhancement
events is shown in Fig.1. The energy of the particles is dom-
inated by the drift energy. The energy spectrogram with a
flux peak covering only a few energy channels corresponds
to a drifting cold population.

As can be seen in Fig.1, panels a and b, the automatic de-
tection algorithm is quite efficient. A few peaks which one
may have picked out by hand are omitted. Lowering the win-
dow size or the threshold value would have made these en-
hancements to be included. Our results show that for the total
statistics the precise value of the window size and the thresh-
old value are not very important. A total of 1631 number flux
enhancement events were detected, and 2815 perpendicular
temperature enhancements.

3.2 Superposed epoch analysis

Using the enhancement events detected by the algorithm
above, a superposed epoch analysis has been made. Data
in a window plus minus 120 s around each detected event
has been normalized to the range 0 to 1, and interpolated
to the same time steps (4 s) relative to the event time. Zero
of the normalized values corresponds to zero of the original
value, not to the minimum value within the window (which
is an alternative normalization which emphasizes the shape
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the time interval between number flux en-
hancement events. The x-axis shows the time between number flux
enhancement events [minutes]. The y-axis shows the occurrence
frequency.

of the profile but does not allow for a comparison of the rel-
ative increase of the parameter values). All normalized data
points have then been averaged for each time step relative
to the event. This has been made for number flux enhance-
ment events, perpendicular temperature enhancement events
and parallel velocity enhancement events. The latter will not
be shown in the paper. The 95% confidence interval of each
point of the superposed epoch has been calculated assuming
a normal distribution of the data and is indicated with error
bars in the plots shown in Sect.4. A superposed epoch anal-
ysis of the proton number flux around the oxygen number
flux events was also made (not shown). This showed that
the proton flux did not change around the oxygen number
flux enhancement. Therefore there is no reason to believe
that contamination from protons may in any way affect the
transient analysis of the oxygen flux. For the perpendicular
temperature the normalized average value turned out to be
quite low, without the normalized standard deviation being
larger than for the other parameters. This indicates that a
few high values, real or spurious, affects the normalization.
We therefore performed a noise removal on the perpendicular
temperature. Values more than two standard deviations from
the mean in the superposed epoch window were discarded.
This did not change the qualitative result of the superposed
epoch analysis, but increased the average value and made the
change of the perpendicular temperature easier to discern.
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Fig. 4. Superposed epoch analysis of enhanced number flux events.
For each event the values have been normalized to the range 0 to 1
by dividing with the maximum value in the superposed epoch win-
dow of±2 min. The x-axis shows the time relative to the enhanced
number flux events [minutes]. The y-axis shows the normalized
value of the following parameters: Black: Density, Blue: paral-
lel velocity, Green: number flux, Red: perpendicular temperature,
Cyan: magnitude of perpendicular velocity and Magenta: magni-
tude of vector change of perpendicular velocity.

4 Results

4.1 Number flux enhancements

A histogram of the time between number flux enhancement
events is shown in Fig.3. As can be seen, there are two clear
and distinct peaks. The first is in the lowest bin and is the
noise peak. More low pass filtering and higher thresholds
(we used a 50% increase threshold) will reduce this peak.
The noise peak does not dominate and the noise does not sig-
nificantly affect the results. The second peak is at 7 min. The
interval between 5 and 10 min contains 40% of the time in-
tervals between events. Increasing the interval to 4 to 13 min
yields an interval which contains half of all the time intervals
between events. The resulting histogram does not depend
strongly on the length of the window used (we tried from
32 s to 320 s and used 120 s in the final plot). Neither did
the result strongly depend on the threshold value discussed
in Sect.3.1, as long as it was kept below 100% increase.
The result of the superposed epoch analysis of the enhanced
number flux events is shown in Fig.4. That the number flux
(green line) shows a clear increase around the transient event
time shows that the detection algorithm works. The density
(black line) is the parameter showing the second largest re-
sponse. The parallel velocity (blue line) also increases on
average, but not as much as density. The magnitude of the
perpendicular velocity (cyan) is weakly enhanced at the event
but barely above the 95% confidence limit indicated by the
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the time interval between perpendicular tem-
perature enhancement events. The x-axis shows the time between
temperature enhancement events [minutes]. The y-axis shows the
occurrence frequency.

error bars in the figure. The direction of the perpendicular
velocity and the perpendicular temperature do not change
significantly around the event. Note that these are average
results for all events. The low average values of the two lat-
ter parameters also indicate that these values are noisy with
significant spikes. As the normalization is done between zero
and the maximum value observed in the time window around
the event, a few spikes in the data will lower the average
value. One may also note that the average increase of the
number flux can be deduced from Fig.4. The average flux
increases from a normalized value of 0.25 to 0.55, i.e. about
a 120% increase.

4.2 Temperature enhancements

A histogram of the time between perpendicular temperature
enhancement events is shown in Fig.5. As can be seen there
are two clear and distinct peaks. The first is in the two lowest
bins. To some extent this is a noise peak, but the perpen-
dicular temperature appears to be very variable. The second
peak is at 4 min. The interval between 4 and 7 min (the local
peak in the distribution) contains 28% of the time intervals
between events. The first peak, the 0 to 2 min range, contains
another 28% of the time intervals between temperature en-
hancement events. The resulting histogram does not depend
strongly on the length of the window used (we tried from
30 s to 300 s and used 120 s in the final plot). Neither did
the result strongly depend on the threshold value discussed
in Sect.3.1. The result of the superposed epoch analysis of
the enhanced temperature events is shown in Fig.6. That the
temperature (red line) shows a clear increase around the tran-
sient event time indicates that the detection algorithm works.
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Fig. 6. Superposed epoch analysis of enhanced perpendicular tem-
perature events. For each event the values have been normalized to
the range 0 to 1 by dividing with the maximum value in the super-
posed epoch window of±2 min. The x-axis shows the time relative
to the enhanced temperature events [minutes]. The y-axis shows
the normalized value of the following parameters:Black: Density
Blue: parallel velocity, Green: number flux, Red: perpendicular
temperature, Cyan: magnitude of perpendicular velocity and Ma-
genta: magnitude of vector change of perpendicular velocity.

Of the other parameters the magnitude of the vector change
of the perpendicular velocity and the magnitude of the per-
pendicular velocity show an increase similar to that of the
temperature, but just barely above the indicated 95% confi-
dence limit. The average increase of the perpendicular tem-
perature was from an averaged value of about 0.3 to 0.5, i.e.
an increase of about 70%.

5 Discussion

The distribution of the time interval between number flux en-
hancements showed a clear peak for the time interval 5 to
10 min. This is very similar to what has been reported for
cusp transient events and also upflow associated with cusp
transient events (Moen et al., 2004). The superposed epoch
analysis indicated that the number flux changes were mainly
caused by increased densities at the satellite location. Tem-
perature increases were not seen. In the cusp ionosphere one
might expect transient changes of the convection to be asso-
ciated with enhanced upflow. At the satellite altitude we do
not see any statistical change of the magnitude or direction
of convection around the transient number flux events. One
possible explanation for this is the difference in travel time
for Alfv én waves (electric field changes) and the outflowing
ions. The travel time of the Alfv́en waves from the iono-
sphere to our observation point is typically two to three min-
utes. The travel time for a 1 keV oxygen ion is about 10 min.
We can therefore not expect an experimental confirmation
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from high altitude measurements for the change of the elec-
tric field associated with transient events. Higher energy oxy-
gen ions may have velocities closer to the Alfvén wave travel
time, but it is not likely that the ions had this high velocity
for their entire travel time.

The parallel velocity is on average enhanced in the number
flux enhancement events. The contrary is not true, the distri-
bution of parallel velocity enhancements is not at all similar
to the distribution of number flux enhancement (not shown).
There are many magnetospheric processes accelerating the
outflowing ions, but these do not change the amount of ob-
served outflowing ions.

Does the time interval between sudden enhancements as
observed at high altitude reflect the time interval between
transients at the source? The spacecraft motion is slow
compared to both observed convection and observed field
aligned velocities, so this does not significantly affect the re-
sult. Whether sudden changes reach the spacecraft as a front
moving along the field line or as a structure drifting with
convection the average time between events should reflect
the time between transients at the source. If outflow bursts
occur once on each field-line as it moves through a source
region (using the frozen in concept of a moving field line)
we should see the changes as drifting with convection, there
should be no abrupt changes along the field-line. In case
studies it has been shown that outflow structures observed
in the high altitude polar cap are drifting past the spacecraft
with the convection velocity (Nilsson et al., 2004; Maggiolo
et al., 2006). For the particular case shown in Fig.1 this is
also the case (not shown). We attempted a statistical cross
correlation study to see if this was the case for our sudden
number flux enhancements and could not confirm that this is
the general case. Often the spacecraft are too close or too
far apart to allow for a meaningful cross correlation analysis.
If several outflow bursts occur on the same field-line we may
see fronts approaching along the field line rather than drifting
with convection. Due to velocity dispersion the leading edge
of a new outflow burst will overtake the trailing edge of an
old outflow burst which may lead to a sudden flux enhance-
ment. The velocity dispersion is also likely to make number
flux changes smooth as the particles are spread out along the
field-line according to their parallel velocity. Therefore it is
likely that the sudden number flux enhancements represent
structures drifting past the spacecraft with convection veloc-
ity. Our interpretation that the time intervals between sudden
enhancements of the number flux corresponds to the time in-
tervals between modulations of the source is not dependent
on this assumption. Field-aligned flow will create a larger un-
certainty because the parallel velocity of the particles being
part of the sudden flux enhancement will affect the time in-
terval between events for a particular case. The average time
between events will not be affected. Finally, we see from the
superposed epoch analysis that the main reason for the en-
hancement of the flux is a change of density, not a change of
field-aligned velocity.

The distribution of the time interval between perpendicu-
lar temperature enhancements was different from that of the
number flux enhancements. The temperature enhancements
occurred more often, and had peaks in the 0 to 2 min and in
the 4 to 7 min interval. The distribution peaked at 4 min in-
terval between the events, and longer time intervals between
events were progressively less likely. The superposed epoch
analysis did reveal a slight possible interrelation with per-
pendicular velocity changes. Perpendicular temperature en-
hancements did not on average cause more particles to be
observed by the CODIF instrument, i.e. the observed num-
ber flux did not increase.

It is in principle possible that we often have a cold compo-
nent of the plasma which cannot be observed by CODIF. If
these ions are heated or accelerated they may come into the
observable energy range of CODIF. The lack of relation be-
tween temperature enhancements and number flux indicates
that on average this is not an important process. This may be
due to the lack of a significant cold population, or because
heating is less efficient for cold ions so that the cold core re-
mains cold. For oxygen ions the convection velocity at high
altitude will often bring the ions into the observable energy
range, which may explain why further energization does not
affect the observable number flux at high altitude. The oxy-
gen ion beams typically form a well defined population, well
above the observational threshold (see Fig.1 for an example).

Most indications of the transient nature of the cusp come
from ground based observations. Incoherent scatter radars
and scanning photometers have shown that transient intensi-
fications in soft electron precipitation and cusp aurora occur
with a typical time interval of 5 to 10 min (Lockwood et al.,
1993; Øieroset et al., 1996). Moen et al.(2004) could show
a one to one relation between transient cusp aurora (so called
Poleward Moving Auroral Forms) and ionospheric upflows.
The fact that the high altitude number flux of oxygen ions is
modulated in a way similar to what is observed in the iono-
sphere indicates that the ionospheric upflow is the main lim-
iting factor of the total outflow. It is also worth to point out
that whereas many indications on how dynamic the cusp is
have come from ground based observations (e.g.Lockwood
et al., 1993; Moen et al., 2004), when we study a parameter
which is strongly coupled to the ionosphere, the oxygen ion
number flux, we do see signs of the same dynamic phenom-
ena in the high altitude spacecraft data.

As to the nature of the transient events we cannot say very
much from the high altitude data. As stated above the re-
lation to electric field changes is lost due to differences in
travel time between heavy ions and Alfvén waves. Whether
it is bursty reconnection, field line resonances or Alfvén wave
travel time which causes the periodicity we cannot tell from
data obtained far from the source of these transients.

Finally, it is worthwhile to make an order of magnitude
comparison of the outflow as observed at high altitude and
the ionospheric upflow. The high altitude outflow, normal-
ized to ionospheric altitudes, is about 1012

−1013 m−2 s−1,
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using the values fromNilsson et al.(2006), their Fig. 9.
Ogawa et al.(2003) reported an upflow flux of typically
1011 m−3

×100 ms−1=1013 m−2 s−1. This is only a rough
comparison, but it does show that the upflow fluxes are sim-
ilar to the high altitude outflow fluxes. It is therefore worth-
while to compare statistics of the upflow number flux in the
cusp region with the outflowing number flux from magneto-
spheric spacecraft, preferably over a solar cycle.

6 Conclusions

Sudden enhancements of the oxygen ion number flux ob-
served at high altitude above the polar cap occur with a typ-
ical time interval of 5 to 10 min. This is very similar to the
time period between cusp transients believed to be caused
by bursts of reconnection (Lockwood et al., 1993). A su-
perposed epoch analysis revealed that the sudden number
flux enhancements were not associated with any temperature
enhancements in the high altitude magnetosphere. Neither
could any clear convection changes be seen in the vicinity of
the number flux enhancement. The latter would have been
likely, as bursts of reconnection in the ionosphere typically
are associated with enhanced convection. We suggest that
due to the different propagation speed of Alfvén waves and
outflowing oxygen ions any such ionospheric relation will be
lost at high altitude.

Sudden enhancements of the oxygen ion perpendicular
temperature at high altitude showed a different distribution
from that of number flux enhancements. The typical time pe-
riod between the enhancements was 4 min. The superposed
epoch analysis based on the sudden temperature enhance-
ments did not reveal any relation to number flux enhance-
ments.

The above two facts indicate that the ionospheric upflow
is the main limiting factor of the oxygen ion outflow. The
strongest modulation of the outflow is that which resembles
what we expect for ionospheric upflow. There is consider-
able further energization with a different distribution in the
magnetosphere, but this does not affect the observable num-
ber flux.

The question on the time scale between number flux en-
hancements is related to the debate about the dynamics of
the cusp (Lockwood et al., 1993; Nilsson et al., 1996). We
cannot say from this data how important bursty reconnec-
tion is compared to steady reconnection. We cannot even say
if the sudden enhancements are caused by bursty reconnec-
tion. The time scale is similar to field line eigenmode oscil-
lations at these latitudes and Alfvén wave travel times to and
from the ionosphere, so other phenomena may be involved.
It seems however that whatever process causes recurring en-
hancements of the upflow in the ionosphere is an important
process for the total oxygen outflow.
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